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ABSTRACT

In this paper we investigate the relation between polynomial reduction and the coordi�
nation model LO In particular� we give an algebraic semantics of such language mapping
objects into � The practical outcome that we expect from this theoretical e�ort is the
de�nition of a framework for statically analyzing and reasoning about LO and Gamma
programs We de�ne an evolving state as a set of agents shared by some external ap�
plication and observe that such objects can be described as a reduction ring ���� ���
These rings enjoy interesting rewriting properties and allow us to develop a semantic
interpretations in it
The aim of this approach is to characterize the computations of an open system by the

use of a method taking in considerations the natural symbolic features representing the
living agents This approach could help in reasoning about the di�erent kinds of agent
evolutions such as termination� creation and transformation� in terms of computational
algebra
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� Introduction

The technology of languages for distributed systems programming is continuously improv�
ing and one of the main problems arising with the development and reuse of such systems
is due to the vast amount of information that has to be managed and analyzed In fact�
in order to have a complete view of the work that a �large� system is really performing� it
is necessary to take into account many di�erent facets of the system� problems related to
concurrency and communication� peculiarities due to the kind of communication� whether
it is synchronous or asynchronous� sequential execution of tasks and also the particular
goals of individual agents
In the classical approaches to concurrent programming ���� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ���� all

these issues are addressed simultaneously and treated at the same level� without mak�
ing any explicit distinction between problems related to communication and computation
problems At present� in fact� many concurrent applications use a set of ad hoc patterns
for the coordination of the di�erent active components� loosing the possibility of describ�
ing a communication protocol consisting of a collection of primitives concerning solely
communication tasks
In other words� programmers have to interact directly with low level built�in functions

in order to carry out a concurrent application The use of such primitives is mostly
scattered around in the source code and it is mixed up with those parts of code that
are not concerned with communication It results� therefore� that the program does not
emphasize the cooperation aspect in a sensible way� in that no piece of code dealing
exclusively with such an aspect can be easily identi�ed As a consequence� the part of
code ruling communication and coordination cannot be designed� developed� debugged
and maintained separately� nor can it be reused for other applications
In the last years� parallel to the development of distributed systems constituted by

autonomous and possibly eterogenous agents� a new class of models� formalisms and
mechanisms for describing concurrent and distributed computations has emerged These
models for �coordinated� computing tend to take apart explicitly the two aspects of
concurrent computing� computations and communication ���� The description of the
structure of a system is distinguished from the algorithmic part describing the behavior
of individual processes In this view� the communication issue is considered at a di�erent
level with respect to �pure� computations Every computation model can� in principle� be
equipped with coordination functions and� on the other hand� a same set of coordination
primitives can be used with di�erent sets of agents to perform di�erent tasks
In ���� a parallel has been drawn with the situation at the birth of the logic program�

ming paradigm Kowalski�s equation

Algorithm � Logic � Control

has been rephrased into�

Concurrency � Computation � Coordination

The explicit separation between communication and computations is not only an ad�
vantage for the clean treatment of concurrency� but also and mainly makes it easier the
reuse of large systems For example� once a given result has been obtained with a given
system con�guration� it may be enough to change the coordination code in order to obtain
a completely di�erent performance
The design and implementation of coordination languages follow naturally the sep�
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aration of the communication management task in concurrency models Their kernel
is centered on the aspects related to communication As it often happens when more
importance is recognized to some concept� it has been given a new name� �coordination�
The evolution of concurrent programming to a sort of cooperative computation be�

comes a �must� when considering the interaction among eterogenous components� pos�
sibly relying on di�erent software and hardware� whose features are moreover subject to
change The design of coordination languages focuses on the tools and mechanisms that
allow the realization of such a powerful agent as an orchestra director 	���
� having a view
of the global behavior of the system and able to manage information �ow as easily as
possible
Probably one of the best known coordination language is Linda Its name comes from

the cleanliness purposes that inspired its design� coordination and computation are taken
apart� and the focus is on the complete speci�cation of a set of built�in functions for
the management of information exchange� that can be linked to di�erent programming
languages in building an application
Many issues have to be addressed in the �eld of coordination languages and� being

these formalisms quite recent� there is no universally accepted view of the main problems
For example�

� what is the nature of the coordinated entities� whether they are objects� processes�
procedures�

� what is the coordination architecture� message passing models� Petri nets� black�
board models� streams�

� what are the coordination protocols and rules� multi�set rewriting� message pass�
ing� or even HTML� as a powerful language for data exchange but with a weak
coordination protocol

In the rest of this section we give an example showing what changes in the passage
from a purely concurrent programming style to a coordinated one The example is from
Arbab ���� and it stresses the point in the particular case of his language MANIFOLD It
clari�es in general the question in the case of languages based on message passing models�
showing the transition from Milner�s CCS to a new coordination oriented version It must
be said� however� that MANIFOLD is not the only evolution of CCS towards coordina�
tion Other proposals have been made� stemming from di�erent points of weakness in
CCS management of coordination In ����� for example� the Calculus for Coordinating
Environments 	CCE
 is presented� where CCS syntax is strongly exploited� but with the
addition of CCE agents able to coordinate compositions of CCS agents

Example ��� Let p and q be two processes� that will be treated in the following in a
CCS�like syntax� and let us assume that p is to produce some data �two numbers� for
example�� with which q can compute its result� that must in turn be passed over to p� The
pseudo�code for this application is the following�
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process p process q

compute n receive n

send n to q let z be sender of n

compute m receive m

send m to q do r � f�n�m�
do other things send r to z

receive r

do g�r�

We note immediately that the code contains both a description of the computations
performed by p and q� and a description of how they interact� Moreover� an asymmetry
in the communication operations can be observed� in fact� the send operation by p� thus
p itself� have to know who is to receive the number� while when the q process receives the
message� it needs not know who is the sender� Comparing p and q� it can be noticed that
q is more loosely dependent from the environment than p� This means that q is in some
sense better reusable than p and that it can furnish its services also to di	erent processes
in di	erent applications� On the other hand� if a di	erent application required that the
result r of q
s computations is not to be sent back to the sender p� but rather to another
process t� then again a line of code would have to be changed� However� this would be a
change in the way how q� p and t cooperate and not in their own computational tasks� the
need to change q
s code is due to the presence of the two�argument operation send �what�
�to whom��

The MANIFOLD system admits communication ports analogous to CCS�s ones� but
anonymous communication is supported� in general an agent needs not necessarily know
the agents he cooperates with and is not responsible of the communication needed to
receive or send data The �rst of MANIFOLDS�s standpoints is in fact that no pro�
cess is responsible of its own communication with other processes In this view� two
kind of agents are distinguished� �workers�� whose task is con�ned to production� and
�managers�� whose responsibility is the management of the cooperation Moreover� the
manager�worker relation is hierarchical� in the sense that a manager T � coordinating the
operations of a set of worker processes� can in turn be seen as a worker by other higher
degree manager processes
The above described concurrent activity is described in MANIFOLD as follows�

process p process q process c

compute n receive n from input port i� create channel �p�o��q�i��
send n to output port o� receive m from input port i� create channel �p�o��q�i��

compute m do r � f�n�m� create channel �q�o��p�i��
send m to output port o� send r to output port o�

do other things
receive r from input port i�

do g�r�

The two processes p and q are workers and c is the manager The workers know nothing
about the source of their input and the destination of their output They can be embedded
in di�erent applications and never have to care about the correctness of their input The
coordination model is now explicit and is included only in c�s code
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��� Shared�memory vs� Channel based Models

A �rst distinction in coordination languages has followed the two main communication
models� based on shared memory and message passing In the �rst case� information
exchange is managed by means of a set of primitives to access to a shared data repository
Communication is here considered sometimes as a side e�ect� in that this approach hides
the explicit exchange of information The languages based on the message passing model�
on the contrary� have primitives for the explicit exchange of data� but they also need to
make synchronization mechanisms explicit in order to coordinate the objects� activities
An evolution analogous to what the previous example shows� has a�ected the ap�

proaches to concurrent programming based on the shared memory paradigm The �classi�
cal� shared memory communication models assume that each coordinated entity possesses
its own code for the management of the interface of the entity itself with the shared mem�
ory In such systems� therefore� the coordination code is embedded in each participant
As a consequence� none of them has a global view of the behaviour of coordination The
main coordination models are based on a common data repository as a communication
medium and use some data selection mechanisms as communication primitives A com�
mon feature of such coordination models is that data structures are no more represented
as recursively or iteratively de�ned objects Rather� they share a topological view of data
types� that allows the objects involved in a computation to simultaneously perform several
distinct activities Furthermore no arti�cious structure is imposed on data� when it is not
required
Coordination languages such as Linda ���� ���� LO ���� and Gamma ����� have mul�

tiset as primary data For instance� Gamma is a formalism manipulating multiset and
performing a high level parallel computation It is based on the idea of describing com�
putations as forms of chemical reactions on a collection of active pieces of data ���� With
this principle� Gamma programs represent the evolution of the data space as a model that
is totally without order� where several possibly concurrent steps may occur during the
computation

��� Coordination

Coordination is� the process by which an agent reasons about its local actions and the
actions of others� and try to ensure that the community 	also named global state in the
following
 acts in a coherent manner The problems that coordination discusses� are those
connected to participation in any computational 	or even social
 situation Agents should
make contribution to the computational situations providing resources and opportunities�
which would otherwise be unavailable Without coordination the bene�ts of decentralized
problem solving vanishes and the global computation easily collapses generating a chaotic
group of single threads Ensuring that all the single parts of a global task are included
in the activities of an agent is one of the objectives of coordination� with the aim of
integrating their duties into a overall solution
For instance� only through coordinated action some solutions can be developed� global

constraints� or dependencies between actions are some examples When an agent starts
its life and tries to solve a goal� it may happen that some of its decisions have an impact
on the decisions of other members Another kind of problem that coordination addresses
is the one connected to knowledge ��� �� When no individual has su�cient competence�
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resources or information to solve a problem� or when a goal cannot be solved by individ�
uals because they do not posses su�cient expertise or su�cient strength� coordination
	sometimes
 brings the necessary help Classical daily examples are� playing a symphony�
driving an airplane or lifting a big and heavy object Anyway� even when agents can inde�
pendently work� coordination could be essential� information discovered by one agent can
be broadcasted to others� so that� it would be possible to avoid con�icting and redundant
e�ort of the global system and saving computational time
In order to develop interacting systems� that collaborate in order to solve a common

problem� it is important to study models and reasoning techniques that computational
agents might share If we consider a number of agents that work together in a meaningful
manner� then �rst of all� speci�c description of what an agent is must be given

� Agents

Even if there are several and controversial points about what an agent is� there is almost
a general agreement on some features and requirements on the nature of agents In ����
key notions and features of agents are given� both in a computational framework and in a
more general sense An agent� for example� can be decomposed into several independent
objects� not physically shared with other individuals This leads to imagine an agent in
much the same way a person is composed of cells living concurrently Computationally�
an agent is a unit of individual software� that interfaces with human processes or other
agents
An agent lives in a concurrent and asynchronous computing world like a net� this

means that it faces with multiple activities which are distributed and the agents must
therefore to communicate Possibly propagation delay in sending and receiving messages�
has to be also considered The world of collaborative computing is also open� meaning
that the entities and their environments are always changing In an open system no overall
compile time is present� ie when a large system is running� at any time a new agent
may be projected and compiled and eventually it may enter in the system Computation
is therefore considered as a simulation of part of the real world� and when the problems
become larger and more realistic� they are modeled in terms of concurrent and distributed
computing� agents are in fact the actors ��� of such systems
Another feature of the agents� is the uncoupling communication property This re�

�ects the autonomy and time independence that agents have with respect to each others
Agents are free from following any rule to access data� so that previous models for concur�
rency� where the communication via shared variables needs explicit declaration of producer
consumer relationships ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ���� are no more suited

��� Interaction

The LO formalism considered in this paper uses a shared data space as the essential means
of interaction between objects In this respect� we focus on systems consisting of agents
with multiple goals and interacting among themselves� in this sense coordination languages
should be exploited 	by agents
 both as a ground instance of mutual understanding 	����

and as a support for share resources and working toward some common goals Clearly�
at a low level� coordination is simply a form of mediating among agents� ie a help to
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bridge di�erences among heterogeneus components

��� Reactive vs� Proactive Systems

In order to behave autonomously� agents should possess perception means and the ability
to interpret incoming data Explicit distinctions among agents arise when reasoning�
planning� making decisions and executing plans are some of the characteristics of the
objects A typical di�erence is the one between reactive and intensional agents 	see ����
�
in the �rst case an agent is not able to reason about its beliefs It simply reacts to
conditions and performs actions as the result of triggering rules� it has the possibility
of updating a private space and sending messages to others� but no problem solving
capability is present On the other hand an intensional agent is able to create plans of
actions and to select its goals
The reactive behavior can also be addressed in terms of rules� well known scripting

languages such as Visual Basic ���� or Java Script ���� embody a reactive computational
model� using constructs like on mouse�up do print�string� with which the reactive
behavior of the system is expressed in terms of occurring events that generate new ones
The reactive approach has been successfully implemented in object oriented systems since
it works with any kind of structure� the objects can be thought of as black boxes that
do not care about synchronizations� they are simply coordinated because they react to
external stimuli
On the other hand approaches like CLF ����� have a so called pro active interpretation

of rules� agents� requests are active triggers that request another agent to generate a
particular element For instance� agents should watch for information that meets de�ned
criteria and try to reuse the knowledge they have acquired from executing a certain request
in other contexts ��� As a consequence� a great number of cooperation strategies have
been developed� ranging from master slave to sharing common goals and many others
The protocol adopted by a pro�active vision of the problem must be described in detail
for each object In fact agents should be aware that they are being coordinated and must
support a speci�c code to coordinate and agree with others participants

� Linear Objects

Linear Objects 	LO
 is a language proposed by Andreoli and Pareschi ��� ��� to describe
parallel and distributed programs managing autonomous and heterogeneous agents in a
distributed environment It is based on rules with a declarative �avor Its theoretical
background is Linear Logic ��� ��� ��� and it is based on a multiset notion of data The
initial inspiration was given in ��� and it is based on the fact that proof search procedures�
are often intrinsically non deterministic In that paper� it appears that many alternative
choices� during a proof expansion� are irrelevant� with the consequence that many inference
�gures of the sequent system are permutable� while the di�erent orders of their application
lead only to a syntactical di�erence In ��� a more sophisticated representation of sequents
is introduced to the aim of maintaining more information about the status of the proof
search This technique is called focusing and lead to re�nements strategies which eliminate
many irrelevant choices in proof search� keeping the approach sound and complete wrt
standard linear logic� any correct proof of linear logic can be mapped into a focusing proof
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by simple permutations of the inference �gures LO is strongly based on these ideas and
inherits� from linear logic� also Girard�s claim �formulae as resources� ���� ��� In fact� its
basics objects are multi�sets� bag of elements collected without any relationship among
them� neither order nor multiplicity relations Similarly to Gamma� also in this model
the elements can be thought as molecules freely moving imitating the chemical solution
behavior� when the molecules come in contact they can react according to some reaction
rules This will be explicitly analyzed in the following� when the Interaction Abstract
Machine metaphor is introduced
Reaction rules are described in terms of LO methods� these similar Prolog clauses�

are constituted by conditional rewriting rules on multisets In its body an LO rule keeps
both the reaction condition and the action condition When a bag satis�es the reaction
condition� then it can be rewritten in the way imposed by the action condition
LO represents and manages coordination introducing the concept of agent An agent

is a multiset of tokens and a set of rules� each agent can evolve by the use of these rules
that it try to apply 	triggering
 to its state 	multiset
 Communication among agents is
expressed in terms of token broadcasting transmission
Informally we can describe agents� transitions classifying them into three main types�

there are the so called transformations� in which we have a simple change of the state�
duplications in which we �nd a sort of agent cloning or better the creation of a new agent�
and �nally the terminations in which agents disappear and die Furthermore there is an
important operation� which is the broadcasting� it is crucial for communication properties
and it is obtained by adding an occurrence of the broadcasted token to the state of each
agent
The fact that LO is based on Linear Logic means that the execution of an LO query

consists of searching a proof� with a tree like form Such a search generates a succession
of trees represented with their roots at the bottom and growing upwards In the agent
oriented interpretation of such a proof construction� a leaf node corresponds to an agent
and a node bottom�up inference evolution corresponds either to a transformation or a
cloning or an agent termination The internal nodes of a proof� can be thought of as the
story of an agent� while open nodes 	leaves
 are the actual state of the agents� and edges
between nodes are old transitions�

system evolution � proof search process

The fundamental idea on which the coordination model LO is based is the need of
a layer allowing interactions between coordinated agents� in order to respect their au�
tonomous capability of computing In fact� if a coordination language contains calls to
speci�c interfaces of an object� it cannot be reused as it is when the object�s features
change LO by contrast assumes that the coordination code is external to the individual
agents� belonging to a sort of membrane which is the coordinator of the participants
The coordinator undertakes this responsibility� being the unique object that has a global
vision of what the global computation should be
The LO language is based on a set A of atomic formulae� and it consists of two classes

of linear formulae� namely �goals� G and �methods� M � recursively de�ned as follows�

� each atom a is a goal g

� a special goal � is in G
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� if g� and g� are goals so are g� g� and g�!g�

� for a � A and g goal� a ��� g is a method

� if m is a method and a � A then a!m is a method

Remark Note that ! has higher precedence than ��� so it results that for a method
m � a ��� b c and an atom e� e!m is e!a ��� b c
An LO program is a set of methods and a context is a set of ground goals An LO

sequent is a pair 	P�C
 	usually written as P � C
 where P is a program and C is a
context The program evolution is given by a set of Linear logic inference �gures These
are�

� decomposition inference �gures 	applied deterministically to non �at contexts


P � C�G�� G�

!
P � C�G�!G�

P � C�G� P � C�G�

 
P � C�G� G�

�
P � C��

� progression inference �gure 	applied deterministically to �at contexts


P � C�G
���

P � C�A�� ���� Ar

where A�!A�� ����!Ar ��� G is a ground instance of a method of the program P

Example ��� P � fa!a!b ��� b c� g ���h 	h!k
g is a program with two methods� and
fa� a� c� bg is a context�

These inference �gures determine a reduction relation between LO�proofs� given two
proofs "� and "�� "� reduces to "� if "� can be obtained from "� by use of one of the
inference �gures above The following de�nition introduces the concept of target proofs
	P� g


De�nition ��� A target proof for a sequent P � G is a proof such that its root node is a
sequent of the form P � G�C where C is a context containing only atoms�

Target proofs are searched in such a way that the context at their root node properly
contains the initial resource of the program call In ���� two proof construction mechanisms
are considered�

expansion let � be an open leaf of " whose sequent matches the lower sequent of an
inference �gure Let "� be a proof obtained by expanding " at node � with branch	s

to new open leave	s
 labeled with the upper sequent	s
 of the selected inference
�gure Then " is expanded to "� 	"�e "
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insertion let "� be a proof obtained by adding an occurrence of a given atom to the
context at each node of "� then "� is obtained by insertion from " 	"�i "

�
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In both cases we say that " reduces "� and write "� "� if either "�e "
� or "�i "

�
The reduction relation and target proofs are related in the following sense 	see ����

���� for detailed proofs


Theorem ��� If "� is a target proof for a given sequent s and "� � "� then "� is also
a target proof for s�

The sequent P � g is provable if each branch of a target proof for P � g has a leaf of
the form P � C��
An agent oriented approach to these construction leads us to recognize LO main

mechanisms as multiset transformation and broadcasting An LO program creates and
manages a set of agents� they have their own life and their evolution is expressed by
multiset rewriting� while communication is described by broadcasting In more detail�
each agent is a pair � T� P � where T is a multiset of tokens and P is an LO�program
Each agent tries to apply the program rules 	Prolog like clauses
 to the multiset

it possess 	its internal state
 In this continuous game� with an expansion step� three
recurrent patterns of rewriting can occur�

Transformation It is the case when the agent changes its multiset This means that
a program clause has been applied to a sub�multiset of the state multiset Some
tokens have been removed and others are added� so that the agent has changed its
state� but it is also the case with the use of the ! rule� where we have an internal
distribution of tokens

Duplication In this case an agent is cloned Of course both the multiset and the attached
program are cloned

Termination The agent disappears and dies It means that the agent�s task has been
successfully �nished

Based on the so called asynchronous fragment of Linear Logic ����� an LO open�system
evolution is represented by the search of a proof for a given goal� according to the programs
attached to the di�erent agents
The natural correspondence between coordination concepts and proofs is as follows�

Agents Proof Nodes
Transitions Nodes Expansions
transformations ! or ���
duplications  
terminations �
Broadcasting Insertion of a Formula
System Evolution Proof Construction

Broadcasting a token t means� for a given agent �� to send t to all other agents �� it
corresponds to the insertion of an atom t into each open node of the proof Some of these
aspects will be represented in a graphical manner in this work� when we base our analysis
on the Interaction Abstract Machine metaphor 	���
 The broadcasting mechanism takes
LO away from its logical basis� so that linear logic is no more a suitable semantics for LO
For each goal formula G� the jjGjj set of its !�components 	read par components
 is

inductively de�ned as follows�
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De�nition ��� Each !�component of G is a multiset of atoms� corresponding to a single
branch in a proof of G�

� jjAjj � ffAgg for each atom A

� jjG!Hjj � fGi 	Hj � Gi � jjGjjHj � jjHjjg

� jjG Hjj � jjGjj 	 jjHjj

� jj�jj � 


Based on ideas presented in ���� ��� and ����� we associate� for instance� each agent of
the language to a monomial of the ring and each global state 	which is a set of agents
 to
a polynomial following the correspondence which is informally outlined below�

polynomial rings agents

variables token	atoms

monomials !�components
polynomials leaves of proof 	set of !�components


polynomial division progression rule
polynomial �� 	 method � ��� 	

The systems obtained by the interactions of autonomous and heterogeneous agents
have their interpretation in the metaphor of the Interaction Abstract Machine 	IAM

Introduced in ���� the main characteristic of the IAM is that of enabling interactions
among independent subsystems� in order to capture the global behaviour of the system
by the analysis of the single autonomous components
Similarly to the Chemical Abstract Machine metaphor ����� a IAM describes the com�

ponents of a system in terms of multisets and moves the idea of its construction from
a pure form based on the chemical reaction to a social�biological analisys� further� it
analyzes organizational behaviours in terms of suborganizational systems In the IAM
metaphor� the state of a single agent is represented as a set of particles evolving within a
given computational space In the section � we introduce the IAM as the most direct in�
formal counterpart of the LO computational model and provide de�nitions and examples
often in terms of LO programs This kind of multiset rewriting is the key for our cor�
respondence towards polynomial reduction� and we exploit their concurrent capabilities
When an agent A� represented by a polynomial jjAjj� activates n methods on n disjoint
sets of resources� it means that a n�step reduction has been computed on jjAjj
In this framework we also address the issue of how far can the debate about multiset

rewriting be extended� and we study which is the way how polynomial reduction ���� ���
gives a semantics for agents in the style of LO The approach uses a powerful structure
called LOC � in order to develop computations in terms of the combination of rules and
agents� and states criteria with which manage proof search strategy The target areas
for our approach� Computer Algebra and Rewriting Systems� are well explored research
�elds� and many insights can be exploited� at least at the syntactical level� for coordinating
activities Parallelism and concurrency have had many applications in these areas� such
as ���� ���� and future applications can be investigated in this direction
The �rst introductory presentation of the basic algebraic tools for manipulating com�

putational algebraic structure is now given� then general algorithms for computing Gr#obner
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basis of polynomial ideal are presented The input to these algorithms is an ideal speci�
�ed by a �nite set of polynomials� the algorithms produce another �nite basis of the ideal
which can be used to reduce polynomials so that every polynomial in the ideal reduce to
� and every polynomial in the polynomial ring reduces to a unique normal form
The approach adopted here is based on the Rewrite Theory ���� ��� ��� More exhaus�

tive de�nitions can be found in ���� ��� ��� ��� A polynomial ideal can be considered as
an equational theory� its Gr#obner basis is a complete rewriting system� when polynomials
are viewed as rewrite rules� which in turn can be used to generate canonical forms for
residue classes de�ned by the ideal on a polynomial ring In this approach polynomials
are simpli�ed 	reduced
 using a single polynomial at a time New polynomials are added
to complete a basis� computed between pairs of polynomials in the basis These concepts
are closely related to the critical pairs concept between rules in a term rewriting system
	����� ����
� there are however syntactical and semantical di�erences between polynomial
reduction and term rewriting as pointed out by ���� and ���� ���

� Polynomial Rings

Let E�x�� x�� ���xn� be the polynomial ring over indeterminates xi� where the coe�cient
of terms are taken from a Euclidean domain 	or a �eld E
 A term is a power product
"ix

k
i and the degree of a term is $iki An admissible ordering on terms is an ordering

satisfying the following properties�

� � � t for any t term

� if t � s then for any term p it results that p � t � p � s

Di�erent total orderings on term can be de�ned� two of the most commonly used
are the lexicographic and the total degree orderings� both well founded and admissible
orderings
We suppose that � is one of the previously de�ned orderings on terms of E����� xi� ���� It

is possible to describe an ordering on the polynomials induced by � In fact let p � m�r
be a polynomial such that the term of the monomial m is greater than those in r� then
m is called the head monomial of p 	written as hm	p

 and r is called the rest of the
polynomial p The head term of p is denoted by ht	p
 while the head coe�cient will be
denoted by hc	p

A well founded ordering on terms in E�x� and a well founded ordering on E de�ne a

well founded ordering on polynomials of E�x�� ���� xn� in a natural way�

� � � p

� p� � p� if and only if either ht	p�
 � ht	p�
 or ht	p�
 � ht	p�
 and hc	p�
 � hc	p�
�
or hm	p�
 � hm	p�
 and p� � hm	p�
 � p� � hm	p�


��� Polynomials as Rewrite Rules

Let m� � c�t� be the head monomial of a polynomial p If rest	p
 � p � m�� then the
rewrite rule corresponding to polynomial p is

c�t� � �rest	p
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If p is a monomial then the right hand side of the rule is � In other words� the rule
corresponding to p is constituted by a left hand side where a term t� is present and a right
hand side constituted by a polynomial 	eventually �
 rest	p
 whose head term is smaller
	wrt �
 than t�
This rule is used to rewrite polynomials as follows� letm be a monomial� where m � ct

and c � � If the quotient obtained by dividing c by c� is � or there is any term 
 such
that t � 
t� then m cannot be rewritten by the rule c�t� � �rest	p
 If t � 
t� then

m� bt � a
	�rest	p



where c � ac� � b and a and b are respectively the quotient and the remainder obtained
by dividing c by c� using a division algorithm on E
Let q be the polynomial q� � ct having ct as head monomial that can be rewritten

using the rule corresponding to p Then

q � q� � btt � a
	�rest	p



Example 	�� Let Z be the ring of the integers and p � �x�y � yz be a polynomial in
Z�x� y� z�� It corresponds to the rewriting rule �x�y � yz and the polynomial �x�yz �
xz� � y reduces to �xyz� � xz� � y via p�

When we consider a set of polynomials P � fp�� p����� pkg then it is possible to extend
the relation to P and say that a polynomial t reduces to a polynomial s 	written as
t�P s
 if there is a �nite sequence

t� h� � h������ s

of reduction via the elements of P 
Since a division algorithm always produces a remainder smaller than the element

being divided when the quotient is non zero� using the well founded ordering de�ned on
polynomials we have

Theorem 	�� Any �nite subset P of a polynomial ring E�x�� ���xn� induces a rewriting
relation �P which is Noetherian�

The proof� making strong use of term orderings on polynomials� can be found in ���� ���
We emphasize here that the re�exive� symmetric and transitive closure of the rewriting
relation de�ned above� and denoted by��� is equivalent to the ideal congruence relation�
which is a standard relation when considering rings and ideals We are going to give the
de�nition of congruence in polynomial rings even if it is a de�nition used for rings in
general

De�nition 	�� Let B � fb�� b�� ���� bkg be a �nite set of polynomials� I � E�x�� ���� xn� is
an ideal of the polynomial ring E�x�� ���� xn� induced by B if

I � fp � p � $iqibi �bi � Bg

for some qi � E�x�� ���� xn�
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Each ideal I 	and usually written as I � 	b�� ���� bk

 induces a congruence relation
	��I
 on the ring E�x�� ���� xn�� which can in turn splitted into lateral disjoint classes�

De�nition 	�� Let p and q be two elements of E�x�� ���� xn�� and I � 	b�� ���� bk
 an ideal
with b�� ���� bk as a base� We say that p ��I q if and only if

p � q � $iqibi

for some qi � E�x�� ���� xn�

In this case p and q are in the same lateral class� usually denoted by means of a
representative element �p�
Classical algebraic results state that the re�exive� symmetric and transitive closure of

�B can be identi�ed with the ideal congruence ��B 	for any subset B


Theorem 	�� ��

B  ��B

A basis B for an ideal I � 	b�� ���� bk
 can describe di�erent reductions for polynomials
depending by the kind of division we are operating and corresponding to a form of non
determinism when computing with general basis of ideals

Example 	�� Let A�x� y� z� be a polynomial ring over the indeterminate x� y� z and f� �
x� � yz� f� � xz � y�� f� � x�y� z� three polynomials constituting a basis F for an ideal
I � 	F 
� The monomial x�yz can be rewritten to xy� or to z� depending on the use of f�
or f� as reduction rules�

The previous example shows that the monomial x�yz has no unique normal form with
respect to the basis F  In this case we have two distinct normal forms 	always in the same
lateral class
 depending on how the monomial is rewritten This is the main motivation
for the introduction of Gr#obner basis
A Gr#obner basis G is in fact de�ned as a basis for an ideal I such that for any

polynomial q � E�x�� ���� xn�� no matter how q is rewritten using the rules corresponding
to polynomials in G� the result is always the same 	ie unique
 It can easily be shown
that this de�nition implies that for any polynomial p in the ideal I generated by G� it
results p��

G �
Let us analyze the previous example again

Example 	�� We consider the ring A and the ideal I � 	f�� f�� f�
� A Gr�obner basis for
I is ff�� f�� f�� f�� f�g where f� � xy� � z� and f� � y� � z�� It is possible to test with
some examples that the previous declared property holds�

� Interaction Abstract Machine

In either Gamma and LO� or following the Chemical Metaphor ����� the elements of the
multiset on which to operate� can be thought of as molecules freely moving� imitating
the chemical solution behaviour The molecules react with each other according to some
reaction rules For instance in LO� a rule 	method
 keeps in its body a part constituting
the reaction condition� and another one that is the action condition
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When a bag of molecules satisfy the reaction condition� at that time it can be rewritten
in the way that the action condition states
Each particle represents a source and it is assumed that they are in perpetual Brown�

ian motion� and may randomly collide Graphically� the evolution space 	computational
space
� representing the agent state� is pictured by a box where particles are in perpetual
motion Particles are circles with names and their motion is represented by a line� col�
lision points are �nally drown with black circles that make old resources disappear and
new ones appear

��� Single Agent Systems

We �rst analyze the behaviour of a single agent system� even at this level� this gives us
useful hints and several points of discussion about features and properties of a metaphor
like the IAM
Methods in this metaphor are represented by two sided laws 	it is possible to think

now simply to LO methods
 governing particle interactions during the collision A single
agent 	the state of a single agent
 is represented by a multiset of particles 	resources�
tokens
 and when using a method some particles disappear� while others are created For
example fa� a� b� cg could be a state attached to an agent

a�!a����!an ��� b�!b����bm

is a method where bi and bj are resources Here a�!a����!an is called the �head� of the
method while b�!b����bm is the �body�
When the method is activated by the agent� then� in the agent state� there is a re�

placement of the bag of tokens matching the head of the method A new state is in fact
obtained replacing the old resources in the head with those in the body of the methods
The remaining part of the state is left unchanged

Example 
�� Let A � fa� b� b� cg be an agent and a!b ��� c a method� In this case the
transition leads us to the new state A� � fb� c� cg since the tokens a and b of A have been
replaced by c� Graphically� the example can be pictured by
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With such a system it is possible to model a blackboard system� the agent 	state of
the agent
 corresponds to the blackboard while methods represent the di�erent sources
of knowledge interacting through the blackboard Of course the left hand side of a rule
speci�es tokens which are removed from the blackboard� conversely their right hand side
identi�es with tokens are added to the blackboard
In this case 	single agent
 the behaviour of a IAM suitable describes the CHAM

metaphor ���� where the evolution laws are interpreted in terms of chemical reactions
The following picture shows the competitive behaviour that a IAM can describe

Typically a IAM agent has an internal competitive behaviour in the sense that if
two methods con�ict� then in the agent state it is possible to activate only one of the
two Con�icts between two agents mean that their left hand sides both match with a
bag in the state In this example two methods such as a!b � e and a!c � d are in
con�ict with respect to the agent state fa� b� cg Now it results that the agent will progress
in a completely nondeterministic manner An exclusive choice is imposed and it is the
random motion and the consequently random collision among particles that manage the
method triggering Since the application of a method consumes the resources� not both
methods can be applied� the competitive behaviour among methods introduces a form of
OR�concurrency� besides nondeterminism In this respect a single agent can be thought of
also as a tool for creating competing alternatives� like humans do when they face everyday
life tasks
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��� Multiagents System

Let now describe a multiagents system� to this aim we need to de�ne an environment
in which it is possible to create� terminate and evolve agents The primitives for these
operations are functions enhancing the possibilities of the previous de�ned single agent
transformation functions Methods are in fact more powerful tools and their syntax is
indeed extended in this way� the left hand side of a method remains de�ned as before
but the right hand side 	body
 of a method may now be formed by � or more multisets
of tokens� instead of a single multiset Following ��� we denote by � an empty body and
use the  symbol to connect two or more multisets of tokens As in the single agent case�
a method can be triggered by an agent a if the resources of the head of the method are
present in its state Three cases are now possible for an agent when triggering a method
m�

� if the right hand side is the empty�set � then we have the termination of the agent


� if the body of the method contains only a multiset of resources like g!h!���k� ie
without the  connectives� then� as in the single agent case� the body replaces the
head in the agent state

� if the body has more� say n� multisets of resources� then n � � copies of the agent
are generated and in each of the n copies the head of the method is replaced by the
corresponding multiset of the body

We give a pictured example in which the boxes represent the agents with tokens� while
the global environment is the gray area all around the agents

Each agent� by the use of the third rule� becomes completely autonomous wrt the
others in the environment� and starts its own life in a sort of Unix fork command An
agent created in this manner can now locally transform itself without a�ecting the others�
the system is completely dynamic� since new agents can appear while others disappear at
any time It is important to notice that such a multiagent system describes another form
of parallelism di�erent from the one previously analyzed in the single agent case� and
called OR concurrency While the �rst kind of parallelism arises as a form of competitive
interaction among threads within an agent� this kind of parallelism enables a kind of
AND concurrency� given by the creation of autonomous agents capturing the situation of
independent� loosely integrated subsystems In this respect� the IAM metaphor leads� to
an improvement of classical agent oriented models of computations� such as Actors ���
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Note� in fact� that the OR concurrency embodied in the ! connectives among tokens�
accounts for a sort of internal distribution of subtask This means that we can wrap
together in a single process several di�erent subprocesses each of which may represent
a possible option for the evolution of the overall process On the other hand the AND
concurrency embodied in the conjunction  accounts for a kind of external cooperation

Here the main idea is that the metaphor enriches the model of computation� with a no�
tion of �structured process� capable of supporting an organizational style of programming
���� Furthermore OR concurrency is di�erent with respect to other forms of disjunctive
reasoning previously available in logic programming languages It is di�erent� for instance�
from the disjunction available in some Prolog implementation� where a disjunctive goal
succeeds if some subgoal separately succeeds Finally we emphasize that those resources�
of an agent state� which are not implied in a step of transformation� remain part of the new
state and may be involved in another step of process propagation at a further stage of the
agent evolution This is fundamental in OR concurrency� elements in the state associated
to an agent can lie dormant for a while but may at any time reenter the computation
A conceptually di�erent notion of multiple independent subsystems is also achieved

with respect to the CHAM metaphor� where the concept of membranes� encloses sub solu�
tions in a CHAM Here the di�erence is that a IAM has a completely �at structure This
means that the agents are all at the same level and are not nested as in a CHAM� where
solutions can be enclosed within other solutions up to an arbitrary depth This feature
has important consequence in terms of our mapping between coordination languages and
polynomial rings� where a �at structure like the polynomial rings is chosen as codomain
for our correspondence
In such a model� inside an agent we have a form of interdependence induced by the

production � consumption of resources� consumers 	methods
 depend on producers for
satisfying their needs and a competition arises as a consequence of the same resource being
usable by two or more consumers Now agents are closed entities and their interactions
must be managed by a form of explicit communication� to do this an elementary and
powerful form of speech acts is provided The traditional message passing scheme relying
on addresses does not apply to the IAM since the notion of agent�s address is lost When
an agent is created� it does not have a name� an address or any sort of identity It is
a collection 	!
 of resources directly inherited from the agent it was cloned from The
communication is� in this case� managed by a form of broadcasting Agents who are
listening on some channel receive information broadcast on such channels by other agents
If the message satis�es certain conditions� then the agent reacts consequently� otherwise
it simply ignores the message This kind of communication� based on broadcasting� is
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called property driven communication It appears as a nice feature in providing support
for open systems since it enables a strong form of dynamic recon�gurability The desire
of making agents communicate directly on the basis of their properties� rather than their
name� permits to send requests away without specifying an address� but simply requiring
whoever is in charge to process them
More precisely� broadcasting is obtained by the extension of the syntax of methods�

in the head of a method some resources can be marked with a special ��ary symbol%called
broadcast marker It is operationally used in this way� if the all non�marked resources of
the head of a method m are found in an agent state a� then

� a copy of the marked resources are added to the states of all the agents in the global
system 	a included


� the agent a that has activated the method m� evolves by the application of the
method 	without considering the marker%


The two steps above happen simultaneously� when a message is broadcasted there is
no need to lock the whole system� add the marked copy to all agents and then unlock
the open system It can be shown that broadcasting is captured by the IAM metaphor
introducing waves spreading across the agents Each wave represents a resource 	marked
resource
 that hits the agents states propagating to the whole system Graphically� it is
represented by a closed curve 	the wave front
 labeled with the name of the marked token

Finally it is interesting to notice the di�erence between this mechanism of interac�
tion induced by the broadcasting communication and the competitive interaction among
di�erent threads within an agent� during broadcasting� several distinct copies of a to�
ken are distributed to di�erent agents� who are free to make di�erent use of the copy
Broadcasting induces di�erent responses to shared stimuli and a form of cooperation can
be exploited It can model the situation where complex problems need to be viewed by
di�erent cooperating experts� each providing a speci�c response to a common problem
The IAM is indeed characterized essentially by two kind of behaviours� internal dis�

tribution� the situation when a complex task 	single agent
 is dealt with by partitioning it
in several subtasks 	multi agents
 distributed to di�erent parts� and external cooperation�
the situation when an agent ask the cooperation of another agent In the next section�
we make use of polynomials as global state for a coordination system� while monomials
correspond to agents

� LO
C� LO on par component

We �rst enrich the set of par components� previously de�ned� and introduced in ���� with
a ring structure inherited from the Linear Object connectives In order to do this we �rst
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need to de�ne the set of co�agents as a sort of complementary sets of agents

� M	A
� the positive goal formulas set� is the set of all the multisets in A

M	A
 � ffa� a� cg� fa� b� bg� fag� 
� fa� ag� ���g

Its elements are called agents They constitute the !�components of the LO lan�
guage 	jjgjj for each goal formula g 


� for x � 
 �M	A
 �x denotes its co�agent 	constraint agent


� �M	A
 denoting the set of co�agents

Now we can de�ne the carrier set LOC 

De�nition ��� The set LOC � P 	M	A
 	 �M	A

 is the power�set of the union of
M	A
 and �M	A
� The following binary operations are de�ned�

�� if c� and c� are in LOC then c�� c� is in LOC and it is given by a re�nement on
multisets union� i�e� c�� c� � fx � x � ci and �y � cj 	y � �x
with i � jg

�� if c� and c� are in LOC then c��!c� � fx 	 y � x � c�� y � c�g

The domain LOC with the two de�ned operations is a commutative ring with unit�
since it enjoys the following properties�

� the empty�set is the identity for �  It will be also denoted by �

� � � ffgg is the unit element for !

� �a is the co�agent of a and a� 	�a
 � 
 for all a

� � is associative and commutative

� �! is associative and commutative

� �! distributes with respect to � ie a�!	b� c
 � a�!b� a�!c

� �	�a
 � a for each a � LOC

� LOC is an Euclidean domain in fact

a � � b � � � a�!b � �

Here we prove that the above structure is a ring

Lemma ��� 	LOC �� ��� 

 is a commutative group

Proof ��� �� The empty�set is the unit for � since for a given x � LOC it is

x� 
 � fxi � xi � x � �y � 
 	xi � y
g �

� fxi � xi � xg � x
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�� � is associative since for each x� y and z in LOC we have

	x� y
� z � 	fxi � x � �yj � y	xi � �yj
g 	

fyj � y � �xi � x	�xi � yj
g
 	

fzk � z � �wh � x� y	zk � �wh
g

Each wh corresponds to a particular xi or yj and we can replace the three sets with

fxi � x � �wk � y� z 	xi � �wk
g 	

	fyj � y � �zk � z	zk � �yi
g 	

fzk � z � �yj � y	zk � �yj
g
 �

� x� 	y� z


�� � is trivially commutative as it is a restriction of classical multiset union

�� For each x � LOC �x � f�xi � xi � xg is the inverse of x with respect to x� In
fact

x� � x � fxi � xi � x � �xj � �x 	xi � xj
g �

� fg � 


Lemma ��� The structure 	LOC ��!� �
 is a commutative monoid�

Proof ��� It is trivially proved that �! satis�es the associative and commutative proper�
ties since it corresponds to multisets union� Now if x � LOC it results that

x�!� � fxi � 
 � xi � xg �

� fxi � xi � xg �

� x

Theorem ��� 	LOC �� ��!��� �� �
 is a commutative ring with unit�

Proof ��� We need to prove only that the distributive law holds

a�!	b� c
 � a�!b� a�!c

Let us denote with ak� bi and cj respectively the elements of a� b and c� we have that

a�!	b� c
 � a�!	fbi � b� cj � c� bi � �cjg
 �

� fbi 	 ak� cj 	 ak� bi � �cj � ak � ag �

� fbi 	 ak� cj 	 ak� 	bi 	 ak
 � �	cj 	 ak
g �

� fbi 	 ak� 	bi 	 ak
 � �	cj 	 ak
g 	 fcj 	 ak� 	cj 	 ak
 � �	bi 	 ak
g �

� fx � a�!b� �y � a�!c x � �yg 	 fy � a�!c� �x � a�!b x � �yg �

� 	a�!b
� 	a�!c


and the theorem is proved�
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Example ��� Let B � ffag� fa� b� cgg� C � ffa� a� cg��fa� bgg and D � ffa� cg� 
g three
LOC elements� Then

C� D � ffa� a� cg��fa� bg� fa� cg� 
g

C�!D � ffa� a� a� c� cg��fa� a� b� cg��fa� bg� fa� a� cgg

With respect to the distributive law�

B�!	C� D
 � ffag� fa� b� cgg�!	ffa� a� cg��fa� bgg� ffa� cg� 
g

� ffag� fa� b� cgg�!ffa� a� cg��fa� bg� fa� cg� 
g

� ffa� a� a� cg��fa� a� bg� fa� a� cg� fag�

fa� a� a� b� c� cg��fa� a� b� b� cg� fa� a� b� c� cg� fa� c� bgg �

� ffa� a� a� cg��fa� a� bg� fa� a� a� b� c� cg��fa� a� b� b� cgg

� ffa� a� cg� fag� fa� a� b� c� cg� fa� c� bgg �

� 	B�!C
� 	B�!D


We remark that 
 annuls w�r�t� �!� we mean that for all C � LOC it results C�!
 � 


The elements of LOC will also be called global states terms
Finally we observe that the restriction of� to P 	M	A

� the positive goal formula set

of LOC � is equivalent to 	 and returns 	P 	M	A

�� � 

 that is a commutative monoid
The previous statements describe the shared evolving sets of agents as a module� more
precisely it is a ring given by the action of a commutative monoid 	LOC��!� �
 over a
commutative group 	LOC �� � �
 with � as inverse
We give now more examples where agents 	or better set of agents
 are interpreted

as elements of the LOC ring emphazising the polynomial interpretation for these sets
of agents If we� for instance� de�ne � as ffg� fgg and a� as ffa� agg� a polynomial
interpretation is a direct consequence� the examples given below clarify this point

rings agents

a� c ffa� cgg
� ffgg

	a � a
 � b ffa� ag� fbgg
a�bc � ac� b ffa� a� b� cg� fa� cg� fbgg
c � 	a� � b
 ffa� a� cg� fc� bgg

The last correspondence derives observing that

c � 	a� � b
 � ffcgg�!ffa� ag� fbgg � ffa� a� cg� fc� bgg

The � operation is graphically described by the following picture�
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while �! is represented by the following�

Here we brie�y rephrase some well known algebraic de�nitions that are used in the
next sections The de�nitions are given in terms of the ring LOC 

De�nition ��� The ideal	P 
 is the subset of LOC of� �combinations of�!�components
of P elements�

ideal	P 
 � ff � LOC � f �� i	pi�!hi
g

where pi
s are in P � and the hi
s are elements in LOC�

An ideal induces a binary relation 	a congruence
 in LOC 

De�nition ��� If A�B � LOC and A � B� i	Pi�!Qj
 with P � fP�� ���Pkg a program
and Qj elements of LOC� then we say that A and B are congruent modulo P � denoted by
A� B�

� Semantical interpretation

In this section we describe the jj � jj correspondence from objects of a IAM into LOC�
then we will make use of this mapping when proving the correctness of the calculus with
respect to LO

��� Interpretation of Goals

We de�ne jj � jj as the mapping that associates elements of the language LO to !�
components of LOC  The interpretation is given in terms of the par component set
It is inductively de�ned as

jjajj � ffagg

jjg!hjj � jjgjj�!jjhjj

jjg hjj � jjgjj� jjhjj

for any atom a and LO goal formulas g and h
As already seen� LOC is the domain of interpretation of par�components This is a

direct consequence of the induced operations� satisfying jjGjj� jjHjj � jjG Hjj 	for G
and H positive goal formulae
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��� Interpretation of Methods

Here we extend the !�component construction� for global states� to LO methods and� in
order to do this� we need to introduce the co�agents� representing a sort of constraints on
a global state
As it has been stated� 	LOC��!�� 
 is a ring Informally it represents the levels of a

proof in LO� each element is in fact a set of leaves in a LO�proof 	or better a multiset of
leaves
 and composing two sets of leaves represents communications between agents We
now describe more precisely which kind of communication can be well represented in such
a ring� we assume that beyond agents 	multiset of agents
in LOC � there are co�agents
	multisets of co�agents


Example ��� Observe �rst that if a global state s � LOC contains co�agents� then it has
this representation�

ffa� a� cg� fa� b� bg��fa� bgg

now for each state s� it is not possible that s� s� and fa� bg � s�� Here the � denotes a
one step evolution of proofs but we use it like if each proof is represented by a global state
in LOC�

Of course for some s�� it is allowed that s �� s�� and fa� bg � s��� So the meaning
of a co�agent is that it forces the �next� possible status to be a state without the agent
�associated to the co�agent�� Algebraically it is� the inverse of an element a with respect
to  � For example given

ffa� a� cg� fa� b� bg��fa� bgg

and
�ffa� a� cg� fa� b� bg��fa� bgg

their � composition is 
�

The interest about these objects is in that they are well suited to represent methods
in our semantics A method A ��� B� B� ���Bn in which both A and Bi are atoms !�
connected� can be represented by an element of LOC considering ��� as the unary inverse
operation �� with respect to � of LOC  The aim is to think of M	A
 only as a starting
point� where we should add methods interpretations jjmjj and �nally obtain LOC 

De�nition ��� An LO method M � A���B� B� ���Bn has the following representation

jjM jj � ffAg��fB�g��fB�g� ���g

where each Bi is a co�agent�

Example ��� Let a!b!c ��� d 	e!f
 be a method� Its representation following jj � jj� is
ffa� b� cg��fdg��fe� fgg

It is easy now to describe what kind of object describes a program P of the IAM
metaphor in the LOC framework

De�nition ��� Let P � fp�� p�� ���� png be a set of methods� than

jjP jj � fjjp�jj� jjp�jj� ���� jjpnjjg

where for each i� jjpijj � ffAig��fBi
�
g��fBi

�
g� ���g�
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��� Interpretation of Proofs

We recall that for a program P and a goal formula g� it is possible to �nd a set of target
proofs "P�g for the sequent P � g in LO We extend the mapping jj � jj� with codomain
LOC to target proofs� considered as pairs of elements in the IAM metaphor

De�nition ��� If " is a target proof of "P�g� jj"jj is the union of the !�components of
its leaves�

Example ��� Let " be the following proof�

P � a

P � h!h

P � g

P � a g

Its interpretation in LOC is ffag� fh� hgg

It results that the transformation of a proof by means of a structural decomposition
inference �gure� does not change the interpretation in LOC 

Lemma ��� For each target proof "� if " � "� via the structural rules� then jj"jj �
jj"�jj

Proof ��� Let "� "� and fA�� A�� ���� Ang be the set of the leaves of "� We may assume�
without less of generality� that "� is obtained from " by use of a structural rule on the
agent Ai� then this means that the agent is not a �at goal� Rather� it is a formula with
some ! or  connectives in its body� we obtain that the jjAijj elements in LOC directly
correspond to the interpretation of the proof expansion of Ai� In fact�

� if Ai � G!H then jjG!Hjj � ffG�Hgg� Now the expansion "Ai
of Ai has one

new leaf labeled by G�H and its interpretation is given by the multiset union of the
interpretation of its leaves� This means that jj"Ai

jj � jjG�Hjj and this is equal to
ffGg 	 fHgg � ffG�Hgg

� if Ai � G H then jjG Hjj � ffGg� fHgg� Now the expansion "Ai
of Ai has two

new leaves labeled by G and H and its interpretation is given by the multiset union
of its leaves interpretation� This means that jj"Ai

jj � jjGjj 	 jjHjj and this is equal
to ffGgg 	 ffHgg � ffGg� fHgg

� Each goal Ai of the form fa� b� ���g terminates and this corresponds in our semantics
to the fact that each element x � LOC is equal to � when �!�composed with �

Example ��	 Let g � a b be a given goal formula and P a program then jjP � a bjj
directly corresponds to jjgjj and the interpretation of

P � a P � b

P � a b

similarly has jjgjj as an image�

Naturally� the interpretation changes when considering non structural rules� ie when
a method m is triggered by an agent A� as in the example �� Some nice properties
hold anyway� and this will be the topic of the next sections Su�cient conditions for
the reduction relation � between proofs will be expressed in terms of the operational
semantics given below
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	 Operational semantics

We have given a semantics to the objects of LO� now a semantics of the calculus is
proposed
We �rst analyze how the relation� between proofs is interpreted The binary relation

P � p� P � q between LO proofs is induced by the congruence jjpjj � jjqjj modulo jjP jj
in LOC

Theorem ��� For any set of methods P and goals g and h it results that

if P � g � P � h then jjP � gjj � jjP � hjj

Proof ��� As a consequence of the Lemma���� if P � g � P � h� because of the use
of structural rules only� then jjP � gjj � jjP � hjj and trivially we obtain a congruence
between the two LOC objects jjP � gjj and jjP � hjj� Let us assume that P � g � P � h
by the use of the method g ��� h� Now jjP � gjj � jjgjj � ffggg and similarly jjP � hjj �
jjhjj � ffhgg� which are congruent modulo jjg ���hjj �and henceforth modulo jjP jj�� since

jjgjj � jjhjj� 	jjg ��� hjj
 �

� ffhgg� ffgg��fhgg

� ffhg� fgg��fhgg

� ffggg

This directly corresponds in LOC to the congruence modulo jjP jj�

Given P and g� respectively a program and a goal� they de�ne and ideal in LOC

	ideal	jjP jj

 and a jjgjj residing in a lateral class �jjgjj� of the ideal generated by jjP jj
The use of decomposition inference �gures enables us to write each target proof " of
P � g as jjgjj If we make use of a method � ��� 	 and apply a progression inference
rule to a proof "� then the image of "�� with " � "�� will be an element jj"�jj in the
lateral class �jjgjj� di�erent from jjgjj� as we have seen that congruence modulo jjP jj is a
necessary condition to proofs reduction relation 	�


Lemma ��� If g is a provable goal for the program P � fp�� ���pmg� then the global state
jjgjj � LOC is congruent to � modulo jjP jj�

Proof ��� It is an easy consequence of the Lemma����

As a main result we have that

Theorem ���

P � g � jjgjj � ideal	jjP jj


Proof ��� We inductively prove that the decomposition inference �gures satisfy the the�
orem�

� if P � G�H �if jjGjj and jjHjj are in the ideal generated by jjP jj� then jjG!Hjj �the
�! composition is in the ideal	jjP jj


��



� if P � G and P � H �if jjGjj ed jjHjj are in the ideal generated by jjP jj�then jjG Hjj
�their � composition is in the ideal	jjP jj


� P � f�g	C means that each global state is equal to �� when we have a�! composition
with �� and it belongs to ideal	jjP jj
�

� progression inference �gures are instances of

P � C�G

P � C�A�� A�� ���� An

where A�!A�!���!An���G is a ground instance of a method in the program P � If we
think of LOC as a polynomial ring� it is possible to translate these inference into our
framework as rewriting rules� each method A�!A�!���!An���G de�nes a polynomial
a��!a��!���an� � 	g
 and each polynomial de�nes a rewriting rule 	a��!a��!���an� g

where a��!a��!���an and g are respectively the head side of the polynomial and the
tail �the polynomial rest�� In this way we can internalize the evolution concept�as it
is established that evolution rules are polynomial �sets of agents� and it is possible
to proceed with classical polynomial reduction�

An intuitive description can be given by observing that each evolution induced by an
LO method transforms positive global states into global states and does not allow the
generation of co�agents A method 	�� 	
 has its 	 component constituted by� collection
of !�components and a replacement in a generic state s does not generate any negative
agent�

Example ��� Let us consider the polynomial ab � a� � c� It represents the LOC object
ffa� bg� fa� ag� fcgg� A method a!b���d e enables the cancellation of the agent represented
by fa� bg and refresh the global state with a collection of new positive agents� that� in this
particular case� are fdg and feg�

Note that broadcasting a token means a unusual kind of polynomial division� the problem
reside in the dynamical behaviour of the wave front of the broadcasted tokens� in fact� in
the graphical example� with the rule a!b!%c���d the polynomial ab�� e� g 	representing
the initial state
� is �rst multiplied with the monomial of the broadcasted� then it is
reduced with classical division algorithm

bd� ec� gc � c	ab� � e� g
� 	abc� d
b

In this respect the de�ned congruence does not hold� if we give a rough translation via
the jj � jj mapping On the other hand� only LOC operations are necessary to represent
methods with broadcasting� this enable us to manage it in LOC and to investigate for
extensions of classical polynomial congruence A �nal remark on broadcasting is given
graphically in the picture

�Possible extensions to Linear Logic� and relations with other semantics� are under investigation�
Actually the problem resides in a coherent interpretation of goals and methods with respect to the Linear
equation w ��� a�b�c����f � w	�a�b�����f�� � w	�a� � b� � ���f�
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 Conclusions

In this paper an interpretation that characterizes the declarative �avor of coordination
models� such as LO� Gamma and Linda� is proposed� considering their associative access
to data Although coordination is not limited to generative communication via shared
data spaces� in this thesis we focused on shared data�space models since we are interested
in their reactive behaviour Within this approach� it is possible to describe �what� a
programmer desires to compute while forgetting �how� to compute
In this work an approach has been followed to model the development of calculi in

these framework It covers a pure algebraic semantics and de�nes a ring structure suited
to model coordination models based on the shared memory paradigm of communication
This kind of semantics captures the the internal logics of the systems in a static view
We have de�ned an axiomatic semantics re�ecting the behaviour of agents involved in a
coordination environment� thus opening the way to the possibility of deriving properties
and relationships of coordinated objects in terms of pure algebraic facts The approach
shows the power of a structure called LOC in order to develop computations in terms
of the combination of rules and agents We have stated criteria with which the proof
search strategy can be managed The semantical interpretation associating global states
to polynomials allows us to use algebraic algorithms on ring ideals ���� For a given
program P it is possible to describe a coherent way to distribute it on the nodes on a
net� by use of such algorithms� such that for a given goal g� the evolution of its target
proofs 	P � g
 is the same as 	P � � g
 where P � is the distributed program on the net�
as Theorem �� states Furthermore it is possible to eliminate� under some algebraic
conditions� forms of unwanted nondeterminism
Directions for future research include the following issues A natural re�nemenent of
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the algebraic semantics can be foreseen� the statical structure of polynomial rings does
not completely capture communications We have seen at the end of Chapter �� for
instance� how the LO operation of broadcasting does not �t completely into polynomial
congruence Note also that not every object of LOC represents an element of the LO
model For instance the polynomial

a�b� ac� c

having two positive monomials is not considered an LO rule 	method
 In fact it should
correspond to the method

a!a!b a!c ��� c

A possible interpretation of methods of this form is a subject for future investigation� that
can mainly be based on a recent paper ����� in which the COOLL model of coordination
is presented� which includes new coordination and modularity mechanisms and has been
designed as an extension of LO
In order to furnish the adequate dynamic features to a polynomial ring� a traditional

view is to consider a sheaf of rings as a ring which continuously varies In particular� we
intend to investigate the classical sheaf representation of a ring 	����
� a process which
would allow us to replace the study of an arbitrary commutative ring with unit� such as
for instance the ring LOC de�ned in this thesis� by that of a family of local rings ���
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